INTRODUCTION
The need for a better method of gathering and storing experimental data from a landslide/debris modeling project led to the development of SCRNDIG. SCRNDIG is a screen digitizing program that converts screen coordinates from a graph or image to user (useful) units. User units are produced from a linear scaling of the screen coordinates. The user units are stored in a data file with one X-Y pair, separated by a comma, on each line. These data can then be imported and used with other data analysis programs.
Several methods of recording experimental data were considered (using 35 mm slides, prints, movie cameras, video cameras, etc.). The method that met most of our needs was recording the landslide/debris modeling experiment with a video camera. This method provided continuous records of the experiment with a time stamp on each recorded frame. Images taken at selected time intervals could then be played back from the video camera into a microcomputer equipped with a video graphics capture board. The image file on the disk and the figure in this report are actual landslide/debris modeling images that were captured with a video digitizing board.
Using SCRNDIG, measurements were made on screen using the captured image and stored in a file for importing into a spreadsheet program for conversion and graphing.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF USING SCRNDIG
Prior to using the SCRNDIG program, we used both a digitizing board and hand measurements to obtain data from graphs and illustrations. Based on this experience we compiled a list of advantages and disadvantages.
The main advantage of using SCRNDIG is that a digitizing tablet is not needed. In addition, several advantages stem from the interactive nature of SCRNDIG. Digitizing from the screen is faster than making hand measurements, and in most cases is faster than using a tablet. Because the digitized points are highlighted on the screen for reference, interruptions are less likely to cause you to lose your place. Digitizing from a screen is less fatiguing then bending over a digitizing tablet. Finally, SCRNDIG allows gridlines to be superimposed on the image for visual reference.
The main disadvantage of using SCRNDIG is that special hardware is required. SCRNDIG requires a video camera and video capture board, or a scanner to rasterize the image so it can be displayed on a computer screen. The image is required by SCRNDIG to be a 640 X 480 pixel PCX-format image. PCX images not meeting this size requirement will be rejected. Screen digitizing may result in less accuracy then what can be obtained with a high resolution digitizing tablet. An invisible rectangular block around the screen cursor might obscure the reference marks on the screen. In addition, the mouse cursor needs to be moved at least 5 screen pixels you digitize another point. The number of data pairs is limited by SCRNDIG to 4000. If more points are required, it is necessary to stop and store the first 4000 data pairs and then open a new file for additional data pairs.
The problem of the screen cursor concealing the reference points has been partially eliminated by highlighting the previously digitized point only after the current point is selected. This usually moves the cursor block far enough away from the last point to prevent an overlap. The order of digitizing can be conducted in a manner to reduce the number of concealed reference points. The best order is to digitize from left to right and from top to bottom.
Rasterizing an image into the proper VGA resolution is best handled using a scanner or video capture board that outputs the image in the needed resolution of 640 by 480 pixels. The video capture board that we use is the Professional Series Color Video Digitizer by Computereyes.
RUNNING SCRNDIG
To set apart the information that is entered from the keyboard from the text of this report, the keyboard input is in bold italics. Single function keystrokes like [BREAK] , [ENTER] , and [ESC] are capitalized and enclosed in brackets. Screen messages are boxed in with double lines, and are shaded to appear like a computer display. Reference to color in this report only applies to color images. This is a sample of a screen message or prompt The first step in getting started is to insert the program/data disk into the computers drive. The A: drive is generally a 5.25" drive, and the B: drive a 3.5" drive. To run the program from a floppy drive, change the working drive to the floppy drive by typing the appropriate drive letter followed by a colon (i.e. A:). If you wish to run the program from the hard drive, copy the floppy disk files to the hard disk with the DOS copy command (i.e. copy A:\*.* C:\*.*). Now start the program by typing SCRNDIG. An introductory screen appears with the following title page information. The next screen asks if this digitizing session is a continuation of an earlier digitizing session. If you answer (Y)es to this prompt, SCRNDIG will use information in two support files that were saved when the image was digitized in a prior session. This allows the user to append more digitized points to the file. The default file name for the first support file will have the same first name as the original graphics image file but will have an extension of .DAT. This file contains the data pairs. The second file also has the same first name but has an extension of .PAR. This file contains the parameters for the number of previously digitized points, and the coordinates of the registration points. If this digitizing session is new and is not related to another session, enter (AOo. For a brief HELP screen enter (//)elp. The screen appears as follows:
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
if this is the continuation of a plot, and you would like to digitize more data points where you stoppedê nter (Y)es, if not, press (N)o, For HEliP press (H)elp.
For this sample session press (H) for help.
The following is the display of the HELP screen:
A continuation means that you have already digitized data from a screen imaie during a prior digitizing session and you would like to continue at the point where you left the program during the prior session. The additional information needed for continuation was saved in two auxiliary files. These files have a default extension of *DAT and *.PAR. You will be requested to enter the proper filenames if you select (Y)es for a continuation. Tlie first requested input is the graphics file, Tfie second requested input is the parameter fjle.
tne third requested input is the ASCII data file. the continuation of a plot and you would like to digitize more data points where you stopped, enter (Y)es, if not? press (I^)Ov For HELP press (H)elp.
For this session press N for The next screen prompt asks for the location of your image/data files in case your files are not in the default directory.
To assist in finding the correct grapjiie input fife, eioter the drive and path of the image/data files, (ie, A:\temp) [ENTER) on an empty line means your files are in the current directory.
For this session, press [ENTER]. The next prompt gives you the opportunity to enter a wild card file filter combination to display a subset of files. This can be useful if you have too many files in the default directory to display on the screen at one time. Some examples of valid entries are *.DAT, *.BIN, A*.*, A*.A*. An entry of *AB.* is treated the same as *.*. The entries are not case sensitive (i.e. *.bin is the same as *.Bin). Check your DOS manual for additional wild card conventions.
To assist in jBMing the correct graphics input file* enter a wild card file filter to display a subset of the directory's files. (i.e, *,dat or * bin), [ENTERJ^*.* For this session press [ENTER] . A list of files appears on the screen, with a request to Enter (F) to try another file filter, (C) to change the drive and path, or (P) to proceed. For example:
The selected drive and path: * tile default working directory: < GLENWOOD.DAT JEM AGE L DAT BS AVETST. BA$ DUM ,DAT §78592 Bytes free Enter (P) to try another file filter, press (G) to CHANGE Drive and Path, jpress (P) to proceed.
[MAGEGRCT» For this session, press P, to proceed to the next screen.
The next screen prompt requests the input graphics file name. This is the name of the PCX graphics file. The screen appears as follows:
Enter the graphics inptit filename with suffix (Le, file.PGX).
For demonstration purposes, a PCX graphics file named IMAGEGRY.PCX has been included with the program. Enter the sample graphics filename at this point (IMAGEGRY.PCX).
The sample image should now appear on your screen ( fig. 1 ). The origin, ending X and ending Y location have been labelled in the example file. ***** «*,** *« «******* **# t* **»***» ***fcf*»fi»*M* ***** : * #**«!«*»»****** ********** * * c» ********** A * **»** ***« «***** §** Figure 1 . Sample VGA graphics image that can be used in SCRNDIG for test digitizing.
The next prompt, superimposed on the bottom of the image, should read as follows:
EriterOQes to draw a screen grid, otherwise PRESS ANY KE3fv
For this example enter Y. The grid will be drawn later and is based on information that will be entered later.
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The next prompt below the displayed image is:
For this session enter 0, 22 for the X-axis information. These are in user units, and for the image in figure 1, represent inches. These units can be anything (cm, mm, volts) . Note: the program will not allow the starting value to be greater than the ending value. At this point, if you should enter only a single point and press [ENTER], the program will return the message:
Control of this warning prompt cannot be prevented, and will cause the screen image to roll up 1 text line. On a 25 line screen, this means that l/25th of the image will roll off the top of the screen. If you can still see your registration points, you can proceed and enter the second X value. If you proceed after the screen has rolled up 1 line, the correct X and Y values will be saved, however, the parameter file contains incorrect axis reference information. If you need to use the continuation option, be sure to answer (N)o to the following continuation option:
The new registration information will be applied to all newly digitized values, and a correction for X and Y (based on the starting X and Y values) will be applied to the coordinates digitized during the earlier session. If you wish to start over press [CTRL] and [BREAK] .
The next prompt is:
Be sure to input both starting and ending values on the same line, and separate them with a comma. Failure to do so will cause the screen image to roll up another 1/25 of the screen height. If you can still see all your comer registration points, you may proceed in the same manner described earlier. If not, press [CTRL] and [Break] and start over.
For this example enter 0, 11.
The mouse pointer is a white arrow that points upwards and to the left. The image has a black 4-with an arrow pointing to it and is labelled "Origin". Move the pointer down to the beginning of your X axis and press the left mouse button. The point will be stored, and a beep sounded. This point is the origin of your data system (lower left registration point). The origin is the frame of reference for the conversion of screen units to user units. The origin need not be at X = 0, Y = 0.
Position the mouse cursor over the black + with the label "End X" and press the left mouse button. A cyan colored line is drawn between the points. You will next be prompted to enter the upper Y axis registration point.
Position the cursor over the black + near the label "End Y", and press the left mouse button.
The next line that appears at the bottom of the image might look like the following:
The first item, "X-axis CW 0.10°", informs us that the line defined by the end points is rotated clockwise 0.10° from the horizontal. The next item, "Y--axis CW 0.28°", informs us the Y-axis is 0.28° from the vertical in a clockwise direction. CCW stands for counter clockwise, and CW for clockwise. The program mathematically corrects for a rotated image, but does not correct for an image that is skewed from normal (angles are not right angles). The third item, "PRESS ANY KEY to proceed.", means press any key to proceed with the program.
Earlier in this example you selected to display a grid over the image. The grid is drawn and is colored cyan to make it stand out on the black and white image. The grid can be used as a reference to show how regular the data image is. If the data image is out of square with the computer screen by more than 0.5°, the grid will be drawn, but it may appear distorted. This is because there is no correction built into drawing the grid on a severely skewed image.
If the axes are skewed more than 0.5° from being normal to each other the following prompt will appear at the bottom of the screen:
After reading this prompt and pressing any key the next prompt appears.
If "Y" is selected the grid is left on the image. If "N" is selected the screen image is cleared and the image redrawn.
To start digitizing, press the left cursor button on the mouse while it is positioned over the point to be digitized. A beep is sounded, and the values are shown in yellow at the bottom right hand side of the screen. The first item is the number of digitized points, the second is the scaled X value, and the last is the scaled Y value. Move the mouse over the next point to be digitized, and press the left mouse button again. After the next point is digitized, the previously digitized point will be marked on the screen with a small magenta circle. The marked points will always be one point behind the current digitized location. If you make a mistake, or just change your mind about a recording a digitized point, press the [ESC] key. The point counter will be reduced by one, and the removed point will be indicated in red (black if your image is a B/W PCX file). All but the first point digitized may be removed in this manner. After you have digitized the last point, press the right mouse key to stop digitizing.
The graphic image is cleared from the screen, and a list of files in the selected directory is displayed.
Following the directory display is a prompt requesting the output file name for the X-Y data.
Enter up to an eight-character filename, a decimal point, and a 3 character extension. Follow standard DOS filename conventions.
The next prompt is:
Pressing any key other than the space bar will exit the program and display
The space bar loops back to the start of the program and allows for the entry of more X-Y data.
APPENDIX BASIC program listings SCRNDIG.BAS DECLARE SUB wdir (d$)
DECLARE SUB DrawGrid (startx!, starty!, endx!, endy!, kbstartx, kbstarty!, kbendx, kbendy!, phi!) DECLARE SUB screenmode (smode%) DECLARE SUB namechange (filein$, fileout$) 'This screen displaying and digitizing program was developed by: 'Philip S. Powers (USGS) and Giovanni Crosta (University of Milano) 'to meet a small void in the vast world of programs. 'There are several restrictions to the program. '1. The input image format is VGA (640X480) PCX format. '2. The mouse cursor is a block that sometime wipes out the digitized points. '3. The array dimension is set for 4000 points. This sample source code toolbox is intended to demonstrate some of the extended capabilities of Microsoft BASIC 7.1 Professional Development system that can help to leverage the professional developer's time more effectively. While you are free to use, modify, or distribute the routines in this module in any way you find useful, it should be noted that these are examples only and should not be relied upon as a fully-tested "add-on" library. PURPOSE: These routines are required for mouse support in the user interface toolbox, but they may be used independently as well.
For information on creating a library and QuickLib from the routines contained in this file, read the comment header of GENERAL.BAS. 
